
brought it to home designer, Jim 
Phelps, to bring their dream home 
to life. “We’ve spent a lot of time 
on the Cape and in the Hamptons. 
We knew exactly what we wanted 
this new home to look like down 
to the last detail,” explained the 
homeowner. Attention to these 
details was critical in this project 
and the results are impressive. As 

n this Cape Cod/Hamptons-
inspired project, wood is 
celebrated inside and out.

When you want that warm 
natural feeling of wood in your 
home design, there are many 
ways to apply it. The cedar shake 
siding style home is distinctly 
American in its construction and 
started to appear around 1880.  
The arrival of shake siding into 
the market brought with it a 
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What is environmentally friendly, super-strong, endures for hundreds of years, used to 
build houses, construct bridges, make paper and even heat your home? Wood! In a world 
with so many advances in technology and man-made materials in the construction indus-
try, people still gravitate to the natural texture and beauty of wood.

distinctive ornamental aesthetic. 
There’s a variety of exterior trims 
that add personality and character, 
from window and porch details, 
and limitless color options through 
paint or stain. 

When our client was in the design 
phase of their home, they 
collected hundreds of images 
to share with us. They found an 
image of a home they loved, and 
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q  Cedar siding and ornamental trim.



you walk towards the front porch, 
there are design elements that 
stand out in the trim, window 
styling and brackets.

As soon as you enter, the great 
room welcomes you with a 
massive timber frame in the 
ceiling.  A large chandelier is 
anchored in the center of the 
room to lead your eye upward 
to the timbers. We had some 
challenges getting this timber 
into the house, but through 
some careful calculations and 
downright ingenuity were able to 
accomplish it. The contrast of the 
dark stained beams and planks 
along the vaulted ceiling against 
the light colored interior trim and 
wall paint is stunning. The beams 
hugging the window arch and 

it becomes apparent that all the 
brickwork from the exterior and 
chimney, to the fireplace 
surround in the great room and 
backsplash in the kitchen is built 
from the same brick. “We were 

splices were added to complete 
the look. “We added that splice 
for visual value, but also for 
functionality,” notes Eric Morely, 
founder of Carolina Timberworks. 
As you walk into different rooms, 

z Left and Top: Views of the great 
room and timber frame. Lower right: 
A Paula Deen-inspired custom kitchen.



the a-team
Timbercraft:  

Carolina Timberworks

Cabinets: 
Rowan Custom Cabinets

Built-ins/Millwork:
G&R Woodworking

Windows:
Carolina Construction Products

Stairs & Rails:
Andronics Construction

Cedar Shakes/Exterior Trim:
Advanced Renovations

particular about wanting that 
material to be continuous inside 
and out, which created some 
challenges in finding the right 
product line and quantities for 
entirely different applications,” 
remembers the homeowner. 

Even the best-laid plans can go 
awry. An important design fea-
ture, the elliptical window in the 
front porch, was being partially 
obstructed by a stair landing on 
the inside. We worked through 
that challenge by curving the 
bottom of the landing to match 
the curve of the window. The 
finished look is very intentional 
and highly custom. 

As with each of our projects, 
there are many on site customiza-
tions. A few of these opportuni-
ties on this project were special-
ized framing to accommodate 
the solid brick backsplash in the 
kitchen; adding a folding glass 
wall to the porch to match the  
windows; and custom-milling a 
mahogany rear door and window 
unit to match the timber trusses.

p Top: An outdoor oasis is topped 
with a grand view from the great room. 
Right: Trim detail of garage window.

z Top: Fold-away glass wall opens up 
to a screened in porch. Lower left: 
Generous trim surrounds soaking tub.



reclaimed wood
THE POPULARITY OF WELL-AGED WOOD SHOWS NO SIGN OF STOPPING

TRENDS

here are many reasons why 
reclaimed wood continues 
to be a passion in residen-

tial construction. Recycling is not 
just trendy, it’s a wise investment.  
The benefits to the environment 
in utilizing reclaimed wood are 
unmistakable, but the benefits to 
the home are also advantageous. 

The quality of reclaimed wood 
is up to 40 points harder on the 
industry’s  hardness scale (Janka) 
than virgin wood, most often 
because it comes from old-
growth trees instead of first-gen-
eration forests. This hardness adds 
stability and fewer settling issues 
that are often part of the building 
process. 

Not every homeowner wants to 
build a log-cabin, but a lot of 
homeowners do desire bringing 
elements of that rustic feel into 

p  Eric Lubsen, Timber Framing Expert. 
Detail shots of reclaimed timber. Photos 
courtesy of Carolina Timberworks.

their home. Just a touch of these 
textured and charactered materi-
als in a foyer, stairwell, porch, 
kitchen, living room or recreation 
room results in a more relaxed 
environment that we associate 
with being comfortable and close 
to nature. 

The weathered and aged appear-
ance of reclaimed wood has a 
uniqueness that is hard, if not im-
possible, to find in new materials. 
That uniqueness brings a deeper, 

richer history to an otherwise new 
home. The use of wood brings a 
visible history that delivers unpar-
alleled warmth to a luxury home 
often filled with high tech appli-
ances, systems and gadgets. And 
with more and more homeowners 
looking for something unique and 
clever, reclaimed wood offers a lot 
of potential to bring value by 

as a green wood. It certainly has 
a more appealing natural texture 
than a boxed beam. Some of the 
best sustainable and affordable 
timber is white pine from our own 
North Carolina mountains.

Q   Explain what green wood 
means.

A   It means that the wood is wet. 
In the case of white pine, it is a 
soft wood, but it is also very stable 
with moderate shrinkage. It has a 
tight grain that is stainable to the 
desired look and feel of the space 
it is being installed in.

It depends on the humidity of 
the environment, but one rule of 
thumb is that a timber air dries 
about 1” per year.  Thus a 12” x 
12” timber would take about six 
years to dry to the center. 

Timber frames built with green 
wood will continue to shrink, 
check and dry; and our engineer-
ing accounts for this process. 

Solid timber reaches an 
equilibrium in about ten years. 
A client can pay more for dried 
or reclaimed timber, but it is not 
necessary.

Q   What happens to wood beams 
as they dry after installation?

A   Solid timber makes noise as it 
dries. Sometimes it sounds like a 
big clap or even a gunshot –– but 
homeowners shouldn’t worry. It 
is the sound the timber makes as 
new checks develop.

A check is a long crack that 
appears as the sap wood of a 
timber releases moisture and 
shrinks around the heart wood. 
It’s the checks that make the wood 
look real!

the art of timbercraft
ORDINARY PEOPLE DOING EXTRAORDINARY WORK

Q    What attracted you to run a 
timber business?

A   Well, first of all, wood is in 
me. There is nothing like it. 
My career always had to do with 
wood. I worked for International 
Papers. When I discovered timber 
framing through a hippy friend, I 
got hooked.

Q    How long have you worked 
with Grainda Builders?

A   Our first job with Grainda 
was in 2005. Initially what really 
impressed me was the solid 
length of Joe’s career with a
national builder as an executive. 
The company is definitely an 
extension of his values, good 
business sense and loyalty.
 
Q   What kind of projects 
does Carolina Timberworks get 
involved in?

A   We do it all and each project 
is unique and tailored to that 
client. Nothing is repetitive, 
which keeps it interesting for us. 
We do work in both residential 
and commercial construction 
projects all over the country. 
Some of our most innovative 
work has been for the commer-
cial sector, for example Google’s 
data center in Lenoir, NC.
  
Q    Explain the approach and 
process of a typical project?

A   There are several ways a 
project starts. Sometimes an 
architect designs and specifies 
a timber frame element that we 
produce. Other times we will 
design it. Either way, it turns into 
a collaborative project most of 
the time, because we know wood 
better than anyone and our ex-
pertise is critical to the success of 

Q&A

the final product. Some projects 
are strictly aesthetic, which we 
refer to as a hybrid application 
of trusses and timber frames; and 
others are also structural – which 
of course purists in our industry 
love.

Q    In your view, what makes 
timbercraft so desirable in design 
and construction?

A     For decades now, people 
have been drawn to bringing the 
outside in. It makes them feel 
good. After a dormant period 
in the United States in the late 
1800’s, it was actually the hippies 
of the 60’s and 70’s discovering 
these abandoned farms and basi-
cally pioneering the industry that 
thrives today.

Q    How does a homeowner 
control the cost of incorporating 
timber in their dream home?

A   First, we think it is very 
important that we are involved 
early in the design/build process. 
Reclaimed wood can be a pricey 
material, so a great affordable 
option is to use what we refer to 

Eric Morely, Founder
Carolina Timbersworks

T



als, including reclaimed timber, 
how they are used and installed 
affects the overall look of the 
finished product. The collabora-
tive approach and the experience 
we bring through our years in the 
business allow us to share unique 
options and insights to minimize 
potential issues before they arise 
and problem solve the ones 
found during construction. 

Whether it’s reclaimed wood 
or green wood, their use in the 
building or remodeling of homes 
provides advantages and disad-
vantages to both the homeowner 
and the environment that must be 
weighed and evaluated through-
out the building process. 
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being functional and distinctive. 
The over use of exotic woods is 
becoming a sustainability issue 
for many in the design world, 
which makes reclaimed sources 
much more desirable and justifi-
able. Environmentally conscious 
forestry is absolutely essential to 
the construction industry. Wood 
has been a part of the industry for 
centuries, how we use and reuse 
it is critical to the economy and 
sustainability of homebuilding.

Partnering with homeowners, 
architects, engineers, designers 
and tradesmen is just one of the 
ways Grainda brings value to the 
building process. When it comes 
to the selection of raw materi-

Clean gutters to prevent 
unnecessary roof leaks.

Inspect your roof, eaves 
and soffits, remove any 
visible debris.

Replace batteries in 
smoke alarms and carbon 
monoxide detectors.

Inspect your wood 
decks and patios and 
reseal every year or two.

Schedule an inspection 
of your air conditioning 
system.

Check lawn irrigation 
for leaks or exposed lines.

Clean your dryer vent.

Trim back foliage from
your AC unit.

Inspect your attic for
leaks or signs of critters.

Re-mulch shrub beds

JOE’S MAINTENANCE

CHECK LIST FOR

YOUR HOUSE


